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To the Mayor, Members of the City Council, City Clerk, City Treasurer, and residents of the City
of Chicago:
The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (OIG) has completed a follow-up to its April
2015 audit of the Department of Streets and Sanitation’s (DSS) Garbage Collection Performance
Measurement. OIG concludes that DSS has begun to implement corrective actions related to the
audit findings.
The purpose of the 2015 audit was to determine DSS’s ability to measure the performance of,
and to exercise quality control over, garbage collection operations. Our audit found that,
1) gaps in DSS’s performance data and measurement significantly limited the
Department’s ability to measure performance in support of maximizing utilization of
resources; and
2) the supervisory process established in DSS’s “Quality Control” Order 14-001 did not
provide reasonable assurance of compliance with all of the Order’s goals.
Based on the results of our audit, OIG recommended that DSS systematically assess data on
garbage collection operations that are not captured by GPS, review its 40-minute time per alley
performance standard and the number of assigned alleys per route, create an inventory of carts
per household, and update Order 14-001 to clarify the Department’s expectations for Division
Superintendents’ quality control responsibilities.
In April 2016, OIG inquired with DSS regarding the status of the corrective actions the
Department had committed to implementing in its response to OIG’s audit, as well as any other
actions it may have taken. Based on the Department’s response, we conclude that DSS has begun
to implement the corrective actions related to the first audit finding and fully implemented the
corrective actions related to the second finding. OIG urges the Department to continue working
to resolve the findings noted in our original audit.
We thank the staff and leadership of DSS for their cooperation during both the original audit and
the follow-up inquiry.
Respectfully,

Joseph M. Ferguson
Inspector General
City of Chicago
Website: www.chicagoinspectorgeneral.org

Hotline: 866-IG-TIPLINE (866-448-4754)
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FOLLOW-UP RESULTS

In April 2016, OIG followed up on an April 2015 audit of DSS’s Garbage Collection
Performance Measurement.1 DSS responded by describing the corrective actions it has taken
subsequent to receiving the original audit, and providing supporting documentation. We have
summarized the two original findings, the associated recommendations, and the status of the
Department’s corrective actions below. OIG’s follow-up inquiry did not observe or test the
implementation of the new procedures, and thus makes no determination as to their
effectiveness, which would require a new audit with full testing of the procedures.
OIG uses four categories for Status of Corrective Action:


Implemented - The department has implemented actions that may reasonably be expected
to resolve the core findings/concerns noted in the original audit.



Partially Implemented - The department has implemented actions in response to the audit
but the actions do not fully address the findings/concerns raised in the original report.



Pending Implementation - The department has initiated action plans that, if fully
implemented, may reasonably be expected to resolve the core findings of the original
audit. However, the department has not completed implementation.



Not Implemented - The department has not initiated or implemented any actions
responsive to OIG’s findings.

FINDING 1:

Gaps in DSS’s performance data and measurement
significantly limit the Department’s ability to measure
performance in support of maximizing utilization of resources.

OIG Recommendation:

OIG recommended that DSS design and implement a performance
measurement process that would enable it to meet its goal of
“balanc[ing] refuse collection resources and geography to ensure
maximum utilization of resources.” To this end, OIG
recommended that DSS,
a. systematically assess data on garbage collection operations
that are not captured by GPS, such as truck sheet records of
curb routes, in-between load assignments, and post-route
assignments;
b. review its 40-minute time per alley performance standard
on a routine basis to ensure that it is set relative to current
performance levels;
c. review the number of assigned alleys per route to determine
appropriate route consolidation or modification of crew

1

The 2015 audit report is available on the OIG website: http://chicagoinspectorgeneral.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/DSS-Garbage-Collection-Performance-Audit-.pdf.
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staffing levels to align assignments with the 300-minute
time in alley standard; and
d. more precisely measure the number of households and the
corresponding number of carts that require City refuse
service in each division.
Status of Corrective Action: Pending Implementation. DSS responded, in summary, as
follows:
a. On May 1, 2015, DSS issued an addendum to Quality
Control Order 14-001, requiring that all breaks, in-between
loads, and special assignments be fully documented on
truck sheets, and that a Division Superintendent or
Assistant Division Superintendent review each truck sheet
for compliance. The addendum also requires Division
Superintendents to conduct two random audits per shift,
comparing GPS data to information recorded on truck
sheets, and report the results to the Deputy Commissioner.
DSS has recently modified its truck sheets to facilitate
electronic data collection and storage. However, the
Department has yet to undertake a systematic assessment of
data captured on the truck sheets in order to inform
operational decisions about staff levels and resource
allocations.
b. In response to our original audit, DSS stated that it had
adjusted its time per alley performance standard to 32
minutes and that it will continue to review the metric to
ensure use of the “most appropriate performance
measurement tools.” Subsequent to submitting its response,
DSS has been “revising collection routes in accordance
with the new 32 minute standard,” and intends to “regularly
monitor the time per alley, along with a full review of the
metric annually.”
c. In response to our original audit, DSS stated that it had
improved the efficiency of its operations by decreasing the
average daily crew deployment from 352 to 310 trucks,
while also increasing from 10 to 11 the average number of
alleys serviced per day. In response to OIG’s follow-up
inquiry, DSS stated that it has further decreased the daily
crew deployment to 300 trucks, and plans to reach 292
deployments by the fall of 2016. These improvements have
allowed DSS to redirect 52 crews to support other services,
such as recycling and rodent control.
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d. DSS stated that it has begun using the residential refuse fee
collection database2 to determine the number of households
receiving City collection service. In addition, DSS stated
that it has completed a full inventory of refuse and
recycling carts. According to the Department, laborer crews
counted the number of refuse and recycling carts per
household, reporting a total of 1,116,952. DSS also stated
that it has used cart inventory data to adjust garbage
collection division boundaries and reallocate staff.
DSS has not determined the average amount of time taken
to service a cart. However, the Department stated that it
will determine this figure once it completes the
reconfiguration of all DSS refuse routes, a process that will
result in the implementation of a new system called “Grid
2.0.” DSS stated that it expects to complete Grid 2.0 in the
fall of 2016.

FINDING 2:

The supervisory process established in DSS’s “Quality
Control” Order does not provide reasonable assurance of
compliance with all of the Order’s goals.

OIG Recommendation:

OIG recommended that DSS update Order 14-001 to clarify the
Department’s expectations for Division Superintendents’ quality
control responsibilities, including their use of GPS data and field
observations to monitor crews. OIG also recommended that DSS
address gaps in supervision by specifying procedures in the Order
that provide reasonable assurance of compliance with the
Department’s lunch break guidelines.

Status of Corrective Action: Implemented. DSS responded to this finding by issuing its May 1,
2015, addendum to Quality Control Order 14-001. Among the
changes, the addendum stated that Division Superintendents are to
conduct two random audits per shift of GPS data and compare
them with the truck sheets of the audited crews. Division
Superintendents are required submit the audit results to the Deputy
Commissioner for the Bureau of Sanitation. In addition, Division
Superintendents are to required to ensure that crews take their
lunches between 10:30am and 12:00pm, with all lunches
completed by 12:30pm.

2

In 2016 the City began charging a fee for residential garbage collection. For details, see
http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/fin/provdrs/city-of-chicago-garbage-fee-webpage.html.
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CITY OF CHICAGO OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Public Inquiries
To Suggest Ways to Improve
City Government
To Report Fraud, Waste, and
Abuse in City Programs

Rachel Leven (773) 478-0534
rleven@chicagoinspectorgeneral.org
Visit our website:
https://chicagoinspectorgeneral.org/get-involved/helpimprove-city-government/
Call OIG’s toll-free hotline 866-IG-TIPLINE (866-4484754). Talk to an investigator from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday. Or visit our website:
http://chicagoinspectorgeneral.org/get-involved/fightwaste-fraud-and-abuse/

MISSION
The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (OIG) is an independent, nonpartisan oversight
agency whose mission is to promote economy, efficiency, effectiveness, and integrity in the
administration of programs and operations of City government. OIG achieves this mission
through,
-

administrative and criminal investigations;

-

audits of City programs and operations; and

-

reviews of City programs, operations, and policies.

From these activities, OIG issues reports of findings and disciplinary and other recommendations
to assure that City officials, employees, and vendors are held accountable for the provision of
efficient, cost-effective government operations and further to prevent, detect, identify, expose,
and eliminate waste, inefficiency, misconduct, fraud, corruption, and abuse of public authority
and resources.
AUTHORITY
The authority to produce reports and recommendations on ways to improve City operations is
established in the City of Chicago Municipal Code § 2-56-030(c), which confers upon the
Inspector General the following power and duty:
To promote economy, efficiency, effectiveness and integrity in the administration of the
programs and operations of the city government by reviewing programs, identifying any
inefficiencies, waste and potential for misconduct therein, and recommending to the
mayor and the city council policies and methods for the elimination of inefficiencies and
waste, and the prevention of misconduct.

